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3 Claims. 

This invention relates to a device for dispens- ' 
ing dental or shaving creams or any other con 
tents of collapsible tube type containers, and has 
for the primary object the provision of an e?i- - 
cient and inexpensive device of this character 
which may be easily: and quickly operated to 
dispense the contents of a container in desired 
amounts and which is so constructed that the 
entire amount of the contents may be dispensed 

0 from the container, eliminating waste and the 
device further will permit easy and quick appli 
cation or removal of the container therefrom 
and provides a support and a protector for the 

' container. 

1 With these and other objects in view, this in 
vention consists in certain novel features of con 
struction, combination and arrangement of parts 
to be hereinafter more fully described ‘and 
claimed. 
For a complete understanding of my inven 

tion, reference is to be had’to the following de 
scription and accompanying drawings, in which 

' Figure 1 is a side elevation illustrating a dis 
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pensing device constructed in accordance with 
my invention. 
‘Figure 2 is a front elevation illustrating the 

same. 
Figure 3 is a sectional view taken on the line 

3-4 of Figure 2. - 
Figure 4 is a. sectional view taken on the line 

4-4 of Figure 2. 
Flgure5 is a fragmentary vertical sectional 

‘view showing a portion or the discharge end of 
a collapsible tube container supported by the 
device after complete dispensing of the contents. 
Figure 6 is a top plan view illustrating the 

device. \ 
Figure 7 is a side elevation illustrating a modi 

fled form of my invention wherein means is pro 
vided for accommodating containers of different 
sizes. \ ' ‘ 

“Figure Sis a fragmentary vertical sectional 
view, illustrating a modi?ed form of my inven 
tion‘. ’ 

Figure 9 is a sectional view taken on the line 
9--9‘_of'Figure- 8. * ' 

Figure 10 is a sectional view taken on the line 
“~40, of Figure 8. 
Figure 11 is a sectional view taken on the line 

ll-il of Figure 8. I ' .Figure 12 is a perspective view illustrating one 

of the carriage plates for the roller of my modi- . 
fled form of invention. 

Figure 13 is a top plan view illustrating a 
tumbler holder adaptable to the dispensing de 
vice. 

Figure 14 is a sectional view taken on the line 
“~44 of Figure 13. ;. . ' 

Referring in detail to the drawings, the nu 
meral ‘I indicates an elongated squeeze plate 

(Cl. 221-60) 
having formed on opposite edges thereof the side 
walls 2 provided with elongated slots 3. Rack 
bars 4 are secured to the'side plates, and. ar 
ranged adjacent the slotsii. Integral with one 
end of the squeeze plate i is a bracket 4' includ— 
ing angularly related portions 5 and 6. The 
portion 6 has openings 1 through which fasten 
ers may pass for securingthe bracket to a. wall 
or like support. Also formed on the portion 8 
are hooks 8 on which. may be suspended tooth 
brushes. The shapes of the hooks 8 are such 
that the toothbrushes will be. supported out 
wardly from the wall or like support. Connect 
ing the angularly related portions 15 and 6 are 
bracing strips 9. The squeeze plate i is sup~ 
ported in a downward and outward direction 
with respect to the support or wall, as clearly 
shown in Figure 1. . 
A bottom plate I0 is provided on the squeeze 

plate i and extends at right angles thereto and 
has formed therein a slot ii to'receive the screw 
threaded discharge neck 12 of a container l3 
of , the collapsible tube type. One of the end 
walls of the slot II is‘ beveled, as shown at [4, 

' to engage in the screw threads of the discharge 
neck l2 for resisting upward movement of the 
container during a squeezing operation'thereon 
and which will be hereinafter more fully de 
scribed. , 

‘ The bottom plate l0 is'spaced a limited dis 
tance below the lower end of the squeeze plate I 
and its connection with the squeeze plate forms 
an oifset iii in which the neck end of the con 
tainer i3 may pass whensaid container is‘fully 
collapsed, as shown in Figure 5. The portion 5 
of the bracket 4 forms a restror shelf on which 
the cap l6 of the container may be placed when 
removed from said container. The container l3 
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is arranged ‘on the squeeze plate and the bottom ' 
plate in an inverted position, that is, with the 
tail end disposed uppermost. The tail end is 
indicated by the character A. . 
A shaft l1 extends through the slots 3 and 

has secured thereon a squeeze roller l8 prefer 
ably constructed of cushioning material such as 
rubber. Sleeve journals i9 are arranged on the 
shaft I‘! to contact walls of the slots 3. Pinions 
20 are secured on the shaft l1 and mesh with 
the rack bars, and ?nger pieces ‘2! are secured 
on ‘the ends of the shaft. 
The ‘upper ends of the side plates 2 have 

notches 22 to be engaged by projections 23 
formed on one end of a cover 24. The cover 
overlies the container positioned on the squeeze 
plate with its lowermost end engaging the lower 
most ends of the side plates with the bottom 
plate I 0 arranged exteriorly of the lowermost 
end of ‘the cover. 7 
In operation, the roller‘ 58 is positioned at 

the upper ends of the slots 3 and a container 
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2 
is Positioned on the.vv squeeze plate. I» and; the 
bottom plate in with the screw threaded neck 
I! thereof extendingthroughthe slot II in the 
bottom plate, The: screw threads, of‘the neck 
are brousht. into. ensasement “thither-beveled. 
wall of the slot which will‘ resist. any, upward 
movement of the container on the squeeze plate I. 
when first engaged byv the roller. After the posi 
tioning of the container on .thesqueeze plate as, 
described the roller is brought over the. end, A _‘ 
of the container and by rotating. the. finger 
pieces the roller is causedto travelin a down- 
ward direction forcing, or collapsing. the con-, 
tamer against the ‘squeeze plate which..bring_s 
about expelling of thecontcnts of the container 
by way. of the discharile neck. II. It is to be‘ 
understood that the can“ is removed. from the 
neck before rotatingv the. finger pieces to bring 
about the squeezing operation. As the contents 
are substantially removed, from the container» by 
the downwardtravel of the roller’ the container 
assumes a ?attenedposition, asshown- in Figure 
5, with the dischars? end lying partly in the 
oiTset [5 of the bottom plate. The, container 
being permitted to». move towards the squeeze 
plate during the final expelling of the contents 
permits the container to be'?attened through 
out its length so as to assure‘ the complete ex 

-pulsion“of; the contents of the container; The 
distance the rollerisadvancedalongthe squeeze 
plate governs, the,v amount of the contents ex 
pelled from the container. ‘ 

Referringto my :rnodi?ed form of inventionzthe 
squeeze plate. side wallsand slots thereof.‘ and 
the bracket. are the same as described‘ in. con 
nection with the ?rst form of the invention. 
In the modi?edqformof the, invention they lower 
end of thesqueeze plate hasfomied thereon a‘ 
right vangularly _ extension? .2! having a. 
series of corrugations -. 2.8. "lfhelower; ends ofths 
side plates. arefoii'set to form‘ guides Ilto slid? 
ably receive a removable. bottom plate N; the: 
slot 29 thereof being’ constructed similarly to 
the slot ll. 
formed on the bottom plate. to engage. with, the 
corrugations 2,601’ the extension 2! .for adjusting 
the position of ‘the bottom plate on thei'squeeze 
plate so as to'accomrnodate containers ofdif 
ferent sizes. The extension, 30 by pressure’ 
thereon may be ?exed‘gso. as to permit it to be 
adjusted from one,corruga_tion to another. 
In the modified form of my inventionv a shaft 

3| extends through the slots 3. and the. pinlons 
32 thereof mesh with the rack bars, on. the 
squeeze plate- The ninions. "are securedtothe. 
shaft 3! as well asthe finger pieces 34.‘ Rollerv 
carriage plates 35 are 'journaledon; the shaft- II. 
and are provided with. projections 36.,engageable. _ 
with the walls, ofyathe slots 3. Arcuately curved 
pintle slots. 31. are formed;v in the. plates 35 to 
receive pintlesdl, ofyaroller 33.. The roller in 
this instance is. made of ,ahard substance such. 
as metal,‘ The slots 31. permit. the roller‘ to 
adjust itself. towards and fmmthesqueeze plate. 
The slots 31' being, curved form projections‘ 43, 
which aid in maintaining thepintles at either 
end of the slots. The purpose of mountingthe 
pintles 38 in the slots 3‘! is to. permit the hard 
roller 39 to readilypass overlthe tail- end, of a. 
container positioned-0n the squeeze plate and as 

. form a tumbler rack or holder. 

> plates, pintlesreceiVcd by- the 

A‘ hookrshaned extension "is. 

2,124,907 
said-roller’is advanced in a downward direction 
the pintles move to one end of the slots 31 or the 
ends. in the direction of the squeeze plate, the 
projections 40. acting to retain the pintles in said 
endsziof. the slots so as to bring about an‘ eillcient 
squeezingqa'ction of the roller on the container to 
expel. its contents. ' 

The- portion .6 of the bracket I may be pro 
videdwithian .oil'sct H to removably receive one 
'end- of a bracket 42, the other end. of the bracket 
being integral with a plate-like member 43. The 
plate-like ‘member has upstanding ?anges ll to 

~ A portion of the 
plate “fis?oifset, as shown. at 45, and a slot 46 
is mvlded', at One end of the offset. The offset 
?jforms a'trough for‘draining from the plate 
condensation: or water onto the portion 5 of the 
bracket. vThe portion I may be recessed, as 
shown still, to. catch the drippings from the 
trough ‘I.’ " ' ' ‘ , 

Having describedthe invention, I claim: 
‘1. A dispensing device comprising a squeeze 

plate, a bracket for supporting said plate in a 
depending position, a bottom plate carried by the 
squeeze plate and having a slot to receive the 
discharge‘ n'e'ckof a container resting against the 
squeeze plate, .one wall of the slot of the bottom 
plate being" beveled to engage'scrcw threads of 

‘ the. neck to resist upward movement of the con 
tainer, side~plates formed on the squeeze plate 
and having-slots, a. shaft extending ‘through the 

_'slots; finger‘ pieces secured on the shaft, rack 
'lbarssecured to the side plates, pinions secured 
on the shaft and meshing with the rack bars, 
carriage plates journaled on the shaft and having 
curved pintle slots, projections formed on said 
plates and‘: extending intoythe slots of the side 

pintle slots, ‘and a. 
roller, secured on said pintles. 

2. ‘A dispensing device comprising a squeeze 
plate, means for supporting said plate in a sub 
stantlally’vertical position, a corrugated extension 
formed on ‘said squeeze plate, side plates formed 
on the'squeeze ‘plate, a bottom plate slidably 
mounted onthe side plates at the lower end of 
the squeeze plate and having a slot to receive a 
discharge neck of a container resting against the 
squeeze plate, a hook-shaped extension formed on 
the bottom plate to engage with the corrugations 
for adjustably securing the bottom plate onto the 
squeeze, plate to accommodate containers of dif 
ferent sizes,‘ said extension of the squeeze plate 
andthe hook-shaped extension of the bottom 
Plate. cooperating in forming a space for the 
vreception of a portion ofthe container after 
being substantially collapsed throughout its. 
length... 

‘3..'A dispensing device comprising a squeeze 
plate, a bracket for supporting said plate in a 
depending position, a bottom plate carried by the 
squeeze plate and .having a slot to- receive adis 
charge neck, of a collapsible container resting 
against the squeeze plate, said bottom plate hav 
ing an. offset to provide a~space at the lower 
‘endof the squeeze plate to receive a portion of 
thev container adjacent the neck thereof after 
squeezing of said container, and means movably 
supported on the squeeze plate to squeeze the 
container. - 

. ALWYN R. HUNTING. 
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